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Suhani Lal Sanghra, the visionary Principal Architect at Sparc Design, weaves
creativity, opulence, and functionality into each masterpiece. With over 18
illustrious years in crafting exceptional designs for residential, commercial, and
hospitality ventures, Suhani’s journey at the helm of multi award winning Sparc
Design since 2010, epitomises her commitment to design excellence.
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HOLISTIC LIVING
Tattva, a residential building in Pune, India, designed by Suhani Lal Sanghra,
Principal architect at Sparc Design, is the fusion of cultural heritage and
sustainable design
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TECNA 2024

Tecna, the International Exhibition of Technologies and Supplies for Surfaces, is
set to return to the Rimini Expo Centre from 24 to 27 September 2024.
Organised by IEG - Italian Exhibition Group in collaboration with Acimac
(Italian Ceramic Machinery and Equipment Manufacturers’ Association), the
biennial event showcases the very best in aesthetic and process innovation
within the industry. It hosts all the sector’s leading companies and attracts
large numbers of international buyers to Rimini. Over the years, the companies
participating in Tecna have built the most efficient and sustainable factories in
the world. They have revolutionised their production processes and product
ranges and embraced the production of large custom-cut slabs. And with their
strong focus on digital technologies and robotics, they have solidified their
status as global leaders in innovation and technology, setting the standard for
the future of the industry. 
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Iris Apfel, a textile expert, interior designer and fashion celebrity known for her
eccentric style, has died. She was 102. Her death was confirmed by her
commercial agent, Lori Sale, who called Apfel “extraordinary.” No cause of
death was given. It was also announced on her verified Instagram page on
Friday, which a day earlier had celebrated that Leap Day represented her
102nd-and-a-half birthday. Iris Apfel was a very influential fashion icon and
interior decorator who helped restore the White House for nine presidents.

Iris Apfel, a textile expert, interior designer, fashion celebrity and a Rara Avis
has passed, we bid her a warm farewell…
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